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ESTELLE

"Pearls are always appropriate:, just the way Estelle is."  Inspired by the
beauty of chandeliers and pearls, the Potli pouch  is made on lush cream velvet
with carefully chosen pearls and metal chain stone with exaggerated pearl
tassels and a delicately hand embroidered handle.



ESTELLE

Inspired by the idea of Chandeliers being the jewellery to architecture, 
this Potli pouch is made on fine net with carefully chosen pearls, adorned with
exaggerated pearl tassels and a delicately hand embroidered handle with
chandelier drapes.



Inspired by the idea of Chandeliers being the jewellery to architecture,
Estelle bucket bag is made on fine net with carefully chosen pearls, adorned with

exaggerated pearl tassels and a delicately hand embroidered handle with
chandelier drapes.

ESTELLE
Bucket Bag
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"Like dew drops her eyes shone on a starry night"
Crafted to portray the shine in you , this potli has got pearls of varied sizes
with diamante capturing vivid beauty of stars and their reflections. This bag

comes with a beautifully embroidered handle. 
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"Like dew drops her eyes shone on a starry night"
Crafted to portray the shine in you , this potli has got pearls of varied sizes
with diamante capturing vivid beauty of stars and their reflections. This bag

comes with a beautifully embroidered handle. 



 
Bella is a bed of roses and tulips made with 3D embroidery , creating
these gentle textures by manipulation technique  on organza , looking
individually perfect and blooming together. The potli pouch comes with
three tiered tassel and beads handle.

BELLA
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"The sea's got secrets waiting to be unfolded"
Inspired by the mystical creatures undersea and their splendid beauty this piece

of craft is made of elements deep below the surface and rare. With fine net
encapsulating the soul, the intricate figures coming alive in pearls , this will be a

statement to make.
 



JULIETTE

"She acts like summer and walks like rain
Reminds me that there's a time to change
Since the return of her stay on the moon
She listens like spring and talks like June"

Jade and Quartz tassels hanging on soft silk satin with a modern silhouette in this
stylish piece of art which comes with handle embroidered with various size of

pearls. Meticulously crafted , this bag will do the flirting for you.



Like the symphonies and vividness of the stars , this piece of
art shines bright like a diamond. Crafted meticulously with fine

elements and interesting patterns , this potli is sophistication in its
purest sense.

CELESTE



" To be soft , is to be powerful " , 
Rosé is a soft and most loved design inspired by the beauty
and versatility of the flower rose.Embellished on a metallic
fabric with beugle beads the potli pouch consists of three
tiered tassels and a delicate cut beads handle.

ROSÉ



ZARA

 
She wore flowers in her hair and carried magic secrets in her eyes."
" Zara" is a beautiful metallic bag with gold strokes on a luxurious rose gold
base , accentuated with intricate gold embroidery using metallic sequins and
aged dabka . It has elements of flowers  and paisleys . The bag comes with a
gorgeous pearl handle and adorned with elegant pearls tassels. 



                " She fell like a waterfall in the river of  her emotions"
This bucket bag is an all -rounder as you can carry  it from brunch to dinner.
The bag has  numerous delicate tassles  made from cut beads falling through
the silk satin. The  bag has similar tassel hangings on either side and a chain
sling to make it handsfree.

CLEOPATRA
Bucket Bag



"Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication" and we believe in creating
peices of craft that resonate with you. This bucket bag is made on soft
luxurious satin with draped precise hangings made with cut beads and pearls .
The bag comes with a handle thoroughly embroidered with varied sizes of
pearls and diamantes and a three tiered hanging tassel..
 

CHLOE



BIJOUX
Day Sling

"Like dew drops her eyes shone on a starry night"
Crafted to portray the shine in you , this day sling has pearls of varied

sizes with diamantes capturing vivid beauty of stars and their reflections.



               
This minaudie're beige bag replicates the beauty of waves and
is embroidered intricately on net with various size of pearls
and ruffled net and  a similar wrist handle .

PEARL WAVE
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Like the symphonies and vividness of the stars , this piece of
art shines bright like a diamond. Crafted meticulously with fine

elements and interesting patterns , this  sling is sophistication in its
purest sense and comes with a delicately embroidered handle..



               "There she flies lighting up the trail with joy"
With wavy lines and curves like the trail of a firefly this soft pouch
feels like what sweet dreams are made of. wide and beautiful .
Gorgeously crafted on luxurious satin with metal chain stones , cut
beads , beugle beads .The bag can be carried in hand as the
perfect little accessory or using a chain sling if you want to go
handsfree.

FIREFLY



FIONA

                     "Let your blooming be a celebration for a lifetime"
A soft pouch with blooming flowers embarking the journey within and
celebrating the spirit within. Embroidered on a luxurious soft satin with metal
chain stones , beugle beads , pearls this bag will be a perfect statement to
carry for special occasions.



    " She fell like a waterfall in the river of her emotions"
This sling bag is an all-rounder as you can carry it from brunch to
dinner. The bag has numerous delicate tassles made from cut
beads falling through the sequin embroidered body and a chain
sling to make it handsfree.

CLEOPATRA
Sling  Bag



Website : www.ozelbirsey.in    |  contact@ozelbirsey.in

Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/bespokeozels/

 Instagram : https://www.instagram.com/bespoke_ozels/

Call: +91  998 550 1262 | Whatsapp: +91 725 901 6714

Thank You


